
A documentary exploring civil rights in America through the lives of the Negro League baseball players.  
Features exclusive interviews with the men who played alongside of Jackie Robinson and changed America forever.  

Through the lens of America’s pastime the film preserves the legacy, educates and INSPIRES! 

    Narrated by Cicely Tyson     



Today’s headlines are monopolized by stories of race, 

inequality, anger and violence.  “The Other Boys of Summer” provides 

an alternative to the hostility and divisiveness that bombards us daily. 

www.theotherboysofsummer.com



Their stories are very timely and a vital part of 

history that can inspire people today. 

The film shines the spotlight on a generation of 

unsung heroes and provides an opportunity to 

bring people together, engage in open dialog 

and collaborate. These pioneers empower people 
to believe everyone can make a positive impact. 

The Negro League baseball players are civil rights trailblazers. 
They didn’t allow ignorance or disrespect to stop them from 

pursuing their dreams. They lead by example. They can be 

seen as the ultimate agents of change. They endured harsh 

conditions by digging deeper and pulling together to come 

out on the other side with respect and pride. 



DIVERSITY & INCLUSION  

TEAM BUILDING 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

SOCIAL JUSTICE 

CIVIL RIGHTS 

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 

MOTIVATE AND INSPIRE!

reasons to bring the program  
to your organization



JACKIE ROBINSON BROKE THE COLOR 
BARRIER: 

• 7 years BEFORE the Supreme Court ruled 
on Brown vs. The Board of Education. 

• 8 years BEFORE Rosa Parks refused to give 
up her seat on the bus. 

• 13 years BEFORE the lunch counter sit-ins. 

• 17 years BEFORE the civil rights act of 1964 
was signed by President Johnson. 

Did you know that when Jackie stepped 
on the field for the Brooklyn Dodgers 
MLK Jr was only 18 and still in College?

reasons to bring the program  
to your community

OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR  
PERSONAL STORIES DIRECTLY  

FROM CIVIL RIGHTS TRAILBLAZERS

USE THE PAST TO EXPLORE AND  
EXAMINE CURRENT SOCIAL ISSUES

CULTURAL SENSITIVITY

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION 

EQUALITY 

BREAKING BARRIERS 

INSPIRE PEOPLE TO BELIEVE THEY  
CAN FOLLOW THEIR DREAMS AND  

MAKE A POSITIVE IMPACT 

CREATE AN OPPORTUNITY TO  
ENGAGE IN OPEN DIALOG

UNIQUE WAY TO GENERATE 
INTEREST IN HISTORY AND 

CIVIL RIGHTS 

ORIGINAL CONTENT 

BE A LEADER 



SAMPLE OF MEDIA COVERAGE FOR “THE OTHER BOYS OF SUMMER”

MLB NETWORK “HOT STOVE” ON AIR & WEBUSA TODAY / ASBURY PARK PRESS FEATURE

FOX SPORTS FEATURE ON AIR & WEB

PITTSBURGH PIRATES - PIRATES BREAKDOWN  

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, RUTGERS TODAY



WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“The Other Boys of Summer" … is not telling us just about baseball. (It) 
weaves the black game into the story of segregation, and how that 
game fits into the larger story of what these players faced as they 
played their game.
Dr. Lawrence Hogan - University History Professor, Author of The 
Forgotten History of African American Baseball.

Procter & Gamble  Feb. 2019
99%  "The program was worth the time I invested."

99%  “The Other Boys of Summer Documentary was engaging, and the 
information shared was impactful."

"The Other Boys of Summer Documentary was inspiring, emotional, 
dynamic and relevant to how to create an environment of inclusion in 
today’s culture."

GE Aviation Feb. 2019
"The film provided a great, positive way to discuss key issues in society." 
 
"It allowed me to feel as if I could make a difference."
 
“The movie left me feeling “empowered".

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, June 2019
“provided our staff the opportunity to learn and deepened our collective 
understanding of and commitment to diversity, inclusion, and equity in all 
we do.”“This is a part of American history that is not just black history, it’s 

American history… it’s so much a part of the fabric of our society… I think 
that kind of lesson should be interpreted on all levels, on all educational 
levels, cause it could be some positive influence to a lot of people.”
Jim Robinson - Kansas City Monarchs

“I want to thank you because what you do, this is something great, 
I hope I’ll be around to see it…” 
Minnie Miñoso - Baseball legend

“The Reds Community Fund was honored to host a showing of “The 
Other Boys of Summer” at our Youth Academy. Not only did (the film) 
share the story of the Negro Leagues in a creative and compassionate 
manner, but the production backstory resonated with our group as 
well. I’d highly recommend that other teams and communities consider 
this opportunity to share the Negro Leagues history and embark on a 
social and cultural conversation that’s more relevant today than ever.”
Charley Frank - Exec. Director of the Cincinnati Reds Community Fund

A few of the organizations who have found the program valuable:

“This is not a baseball movie, it’s a people movie. You have something 
special that is bigger than you even realize."
Bo Porter - Former Mgr Houston Astros, Current Nationals Broadcaster 



FILM INFORMATION: 

Title: THE OTHER BOYS OF SUMMER 
Running Time: 42 minutes  
Production Company:  
Tumbleweed Pictures/7th Street Films 
Director: Lauren Meyer - Emmy Nominated for 
the Netflix docu-series “The American Dream 
Project.” 
Narrator: Cicely Tyson - Oscar, Emmys, Tony, 
Presidential Medal of Freedom, Civil Rights Icon

www.theotherboysofsummer.com 

 The Other Boys of Summer 
 @TheOtherBoysofSummer   
 @NegroLeagueFilm 

 https://goo.gl/kHz5mA 
 Successful campaign - 2018   

 Reached initial goal in 4 days 

PROGRAM INCLUDES: 

• Internal film screening and panel discussion / Q&A with 
filmmaker, Emmy Nominated Director, Lauren Meyer.

• A community giveback screening with YOUR NAME as 
the presenter.

• The giveback program provides a free event for a 
school or organization that includes a screening and 
panel discussion / Q&A session. It provides a low cost/
high value opportunity to lead by example and show 
your commitment to the community, equality, inclusion.

• Additional panelists for discussions tbd (provided by 
organization). Negro League players, current and 
former MLB players/coaches and special panelists can 
be added based on budget and availability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Lauren Meyer - Program Director
201.978.3189
lauren@tumbleweedprod.com

Private link to view the Sizzle Reel: 
 https://vimeo.com/tumbleweedpictures/sizzletobos
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